
The stamp material for the ScanNCut opens up an 

entirely new world of creative possibilities. From 

stamping a card to putting together a decorative gift 

bag – there is a fun world of creative possibility just 

waiting for you to play and explore. For today’s project, 

I am playing with stars and sentiments. One of my 

favorite things about stamping with paint is being able 

to get some texture, in addition to the ease of being 

able to layer with additional designs.

Gift Bag

May Flaum

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut; Deep Cut Blade; ScanNCut Stamp Material; Paint; 

Patterned Paper; Cardstock; Buttons and Sequins; Glitter Glue; 

Kraft Gift Bag

step 1. Place the stamp material onto your ScanNCut mat (leave plastic over the top) and 

load the mat into machine. Insert deep cut blade to machine at this time as well.
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step 2. Select your design or word, and adjust the placement of the design on the screen  

as needed to fit where your stamp material is. 



step 3. Repeat with any additional designs you desire to use.

GIFT BAG (CONTINUED)

step 4. Stamp designs onto the bag, and allow time for each stamp to dry before 

overlapping, unless a blended color is desired. 

Tip: Create some basic shapes while you’ve got 
the deep cut blade and stamp material out, so 
that you can have stamps that are useful on tons 
of projects! 

Tip: Save these stamps and create cards, tags, and other holiday décor!  
The stamps are reusable and easy to store.

step 5. For more dimension, get out your ScanNCut and cut additional stars and shapes. 

Use the “Background Scan” function if using scraps of paper.

step 6. Add the stars, trim, and finish with buttons and sequins to complete  

this project. 
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